We define an empirical likelihood approach which gives consistent design-based confidence intervals which can be calculated without the need of variance estimates, design effects, resampling, joint inclusion probabilities and linearization, even when the point estimator is not linear. It can be used to construct confidence intervals for a large class of sampling designs and estimators which are solutions of estimating equations. It can be used for means, regressions coefficients, quantiles, totals or counts even when the population size is unknown. It can be used with large sampling fractions and naturally includes calibration constraints. It can be viewed as an extension of the empirical likelihood approach to complex survey data. This approach is computationally simpler than the pseudoempirical likelihood and the bootstrap approaches. The simulation study shows that the confidence interval proposed may give better coverages than the confidence intervals based on linearization, bootstrap and pseudoempirical likelihood. Our simulation study shows that, under complex sampling designs, standard confidence intervals based on normality may have poor coverages, because point estimators may not follow a normal sampling distribution and their variance estimators may be biased.
Introduction
Survey data are often used to compute complex estimators, such as quantiles, poverty indicators, M-estimators or parameters of population models. The sampling distribution of these estimators may not be normal when the variable of interest is skewed. Furthermore, asymptotic linearized variance estimators may be biased. Therefore, standard confidence intervals based on normality can have poor coverages and bounds out of the range of the parameter space. For example, standard lower bounds can be negative with positive parameters. The coverage and the tail error rates can be different from the nominal levels also (e.g. 95% and 2:5%). In contrast, empirical likelihood confidence intervals may have better coverages in this situation, as empirical likelihood confidence intervals are determined by the distribution of the data (e.g. Owen (2001) ) and as the range of the parameter space is preserved.
Let U be a finite population of N units, where N is a fixed quantity which is not necessarily known. Suppose that the population parameter of interest θ 0 is the unique solution of the estimating equation (Godambe, 1960) G.θ/ = 0, G.θ/ = i∈U g i .θ/, .1/ where g i .θ/ is a function of θ and of the characteristics of the unit i, such as the variables of interest and the auxiliary variables. This function does not need to be differentiable. We assume that the g i .θ 0 / satisfy conditions (21)-(24) which are discussed in Section 5. Note that the g i .θ/ and θ 0 can be vectors but, for simplicity, we consider that they are scalars. For example, θ 0 is the population mean N −1 Σ i∈U y i , when g i .θ/ = y i − θ, where the y i denote the values of a variable of interest. Other examples are ratios, quantiles (see Section 7.1), low income measures, regression coefficients and M-estimators (e.g. Qin and Lawless (1994) and Binder and Kovacević (1995) ). The aim of this paper is to derive an empirical likelihood point estimator and an empirical likelihood confidence interval for θ 0 . Suppose that θ 0 is estimated from the data of a sample s of size n selected randomly by using a sampling design. The quantity nN −1 denotes the sampling fraction. We adopt a non-parametric design-based approach, where the sampling distribution is specified by the sampling design and where θ 0 and the values of the variables are fixed (nonrandom) quantities. First, we suppose that we do not have non-response. In Section 7.3, we show how the approach proposed can be extended under a uniform response mechanism. Under the design-based approach, the standard likelihood function is flat and cannot be used for inference (Godambe, 1966) . Hartley and Rao (1968) introduced an empirical likelihood approach. Owen (1988) brought this approach into mainstream statistics. The main purpose of this paper is to extend empirical likelihood approaches for complex sampling designs. Chen and Sitter (1999) pointed out that standard empirical likelihood approaches cannot be directly used without taking the sampling design into account. They proposed a pseudoempirical likelihood approach which can be used with complex sampling designs. This approach is not entirely satisfactory, because its empirical likelihood function is not standard and its empirical log-likelihood ratio function does not converge to a χ 2 -distribution (Wu and Rao, 2006) . For confidence intervals, the pseudoempirical log-likelihood ratio function needs to be adjusted by a ratio of variances (the design effect) which needs to be estimated. Wu and Rao (2006) proposed two pseudoempirical likelihood approaches denoted pseudo-EL1 and pseudo-EL2. The fact that the pseudoempirical likelihood approaches rely on variance estimates limits the range of the parameters that it can be applied to. The design effect needs to be estimated, incurring an additional variability which may affect the coverages of confidence intervals. The simulation study in Section 7 shows that, for means, the confidence interval proposed may give better coverages and tail error rates than the pseudoempirical likelihood confidence intervals.
Empirical likelihood approaches under Poisson sampling have been studied in detail by Kim (2009) and Chen and Kim (2014) . Kim (2009) proposed an empirical likelihood point estimator under Poisson sampling with negligible sampling fraction. Chen and Kim (2014) stated that the empirical log-likelihood ratio function based on Kim's (2009) empirical likelihood function follows a χ 2 -distribution asymptotically under Poisson sampling with negligible sampling fractions. Chen and Kim (2014) proposed a population empirical log-likelihood ratio function which has a χ 2 -distribution asymptotically with negligible sampling fractions. With large sampling fractions, these empirical log-likelihood ratio functions do not necessarily follow a χ 2 -distribution asymptotically. In this paper, we do not assume that the sampling fraction is negligible. The sampling designs that are considered are different and more complex than the Poisson sampling design.
We consider four sampling designs that are commonly used in practice:
(a) (stratified) sampling with replacement (probability proportional to size (PPS) sampling),
where n denotes the number of draws and the sample is the set of n observations (units can be selected more than once); (b) (stratified) sampling without replacement; (c) multistage sampling; (d) two-phase sampling with one phase being a uniform response mechanism.
We show that the confidence interval proposed gives the correct nominal coverage asymptotically under these designs.
The calculation of the confidence interval proposed does not rely on variance estimates, or unknown population parameters, such as design effect or population size. The approach proposed is different from and not an adjustment of the pseudoempirical likelihood approaches or Kim's (2009) approach. It is computationally simpler than the pseudoempirical likelihood and bootstrap approaches. It can be used with a wide class of parameters of interest and with large sampling fractions. Our simulation study shows that, for means and quantiles, the confidence interval proposed gives good coverages even when the variables of interest are skewed or contain outlying units, which are common situations with business surveys and social surveys on wealth or income.
The pseudo-EL2 approach can be used only when N is known. However, N may be unknown with social household surveys, e.g. when the total number of households is unknown. The approach proposed can be used even when N is unknown.
In Section 2, we define the empirical likelihood function proposed. In Section 3, we define the maximum empirical likelihood estimator. In Section 4, we define the asymptotic framework and give some asymptotic properties of this estimator. In Section 5, we show that, under a series of regularity conditions, the empirical likelihood estimator follows a χ 2 -distribution asymptotically. We show how this property can be used to derive confidence intervals. In Section 5.3, we show how the auxiliary variables can be taken into account. In Section 6, we define a penalized empirical likelihood approach which takes the large sampling fractions into account (under sampling without replacement). In Section 7, we compare, via a series of simulations, the proposed empirical likelihood approach with the pseudoempirical likelihood, the bootstrap and the linearization approaches. We also show how the proposed approach can be implemented under multistage sampling and under a uniform response mechanism (two-phase sampling). In Section 8, we have some concluding remarks and a summary of the proposed approaches in Table 5 .
Empirical log-likelihood function
Consider the empirical log-likelihood function
where Π i∈s and Σ i∈s denote the product and the sum over the sampled units. The quantities m i are unknown positive scale loads which will be estimated. Hartley and Rao (1969) showed that equation (2) is a log-empirical likelihood function under unequal probability sampling with replacement. Chen and Qin (1993) proposed to use equation (2) under simple random sampling. Zhong and Rao (2000) used equation (2) under stratified simple random sampling. The aim is to show that equation (2) can be used for inference: point estimation, confidence intervals and tests. Note that the pseudoempirical likelihood approach is not based on equation (2) and is based on the Kullback-Leibler distance.
m i can be estimated by the valuesm i which maximize l .m/ subject to the constraints m i 0 and
where c i is a Q × 1 vector associated with the ith sampled unit and C is a Q × 1 vector. The vectors c i are related to the design and the auxiliary variables. Possible choices for c i and C are given in Table 5 in Section 8 and are discussed throughout this paper. Note that the c i and C cannot be any vectors, as they must obey the regularity conditions (9)-(13) that are given in Section 3. The vector C is not necessarily a vector of fixed quantities (see Table 5 ). Hence C can be fixed or random. Constraint (3) resembles the constraint that is used in calibration (e.g. Huang and Fuller (1978) and Deville and Särndal (1992) ). However, in this paper, we consider that the quantity C is not necessarily a vector of population totals of auxiliary variables. A comparison with calibration can be found in Section 8. Suppose that the sample size n is a fixed (non-random) quantity. Let π i denote the firstorder inclusion probability of unit i under sampling without replacement. Under sampling with replacement (PPS sampling), π i = np i , where p i is the probability of selecting unit i at the ith draw (Hansen and Hurwitz, 1943) and n denotes the (fixed) number of draws. In this case, the sample s is a set of n labels of the units selected after n draws. This set may contain the same label several times, when some units are selected more than once. We consider that the c i contain the π i , i.e. we assume that the c i and C are such that there is a Q × 1 vector t such that t T c i = π i and t T C = Σ i∈U π i . We have that equation (3) implies that Σ i∈s m i t T c i = t T C or equivalently
.4/ In other words, constraint (3) is such that constraint (4) always holds. For example, when we have a single stratum, we can use Nn −1 π i as the first component of c i and N as the first component of C. In this case, t = .nN −1 , 0, : : : , 0/ T . Note that constraint (4) reduces to Σ i∈s m i π i = n, because the sample size (or the number of draws) is fixed. Thus, equation (4) can be interpreted as a design constraint. Under equal probability sampling, we have that π i = n=N, and constraint (4) reduces to Σ i∈s m i = N which is the constraint that is adopted under equal probability sampling (e.g. Rao and Wu (2009)) We do not impose that Σ i∈s m i = N always holds (except when π i = n=N), because N may be unknown. If N is known and we want to impose the constraint Σ i∈s m i = N, we need to consider an additional constraint Σ i∈s m i x i = N with x i = 1, and to treat x i as an auxiliary variable (see Section 5.3).
We assume that the C is an inner point of the convex conical hull that is formed by the sample observations {c i : i ∈ s} so that a unique solution to equation (3) exists, as the objective function (2) is a strictly concave function. This solution can be found by using the Lagrangian function, Q.m, η/ = Σ i∈s log.m i / − .t + η/ T .Σ i∈s m i c i − C/. The values of m i and η which maximize Q.m, η/ are the solutions of the set of equations @Q.m, η/=@m i = 0 and @Q.m, η/=@.t + η/ = 0. The solution ism
The quantity η is such that constraint (3) holds. This quantity can be computed by using a modified Newton-Raphson algorithm as in . This algorithm ensures thatm i > 0. It is not always necessary to know N to compute η andm i .
Maximum empirical likelihood estimator
In this section, we define the maximum empirical likelihood point estimate as the value which minimizes the empirical log-likelihood ratio function defined by equation (6). Let them i be the values which maximize expression (2) subject to the constraints m i 0 and (3), for given c i and C. Let l.m/ = Σ i∈s log.m i / be the maximum value of expression (2). Let them Å i .θ/ be the values which maximize expression (2) subject to the constraints m i 0 and Σ i∈s m i c Å i = C Å with c Å i = .c T i , g i θ// T and C Å = .C T , 0/ T , for a given θ. Let l.m Å , θ/ = Σ i∈s log{m Å i .θ/} be the maximum value of expression (2) subject to these constraints involving c Å i . The empirical loglikelihood ratio function is defined by the following function of θ:
. 6/
The maximum empirical likelihood estimateθ of θ 0 is defined by the value of θ which minimizes the functionr.θ/. Note thatr.θ/ 0, for all θ. Thusθ is the solution ofr.θ/ = 0. Assuming that the g i .θ/ are such that the estimating equation
has a unique solution, we have thatθ is the solution of expression (7) as it impliesm
When c i = Nn −1 π i and C = N (or equivalently c i = π i and C = n), we have that η = 0 and
i . Under sampling without replacement,Ĝ.θ/ is given by equation (18) in Section 4 andθ is the Horvitz and Thompson (1952) estimator given byŶ π = Σ i∈s y i π
Under PPS smpling, we obtain the Hansen and Hurwitz (1943) 
The estimatorŶ π is more efficient thanŶ H when the variable of interest is correlated with the inclusion probabilities (Rao, 1966) . Note that we cannot obtainŶ π with the pseudo-EL2 approach.
Asymptotic properties
To derive asymptotic properties of the empirical likelihood approach proposed, we need to define an asymptotic framework and to assume a set of regularity conditions. Consider that n → ∞ and N → ∞. The stochastic orders O.·/, o.·/, O p .·/ and o p .·/ are defined according to this asymptotic framework, where the convergence in probability is with respect to the sampling design (e.g. Isaki and Fuller (1982) ). We do not assume nN −1 = o.1/. Other empirical likelihood approaches (Owen, 1988; Kim, 2009 ) assume that nN −1 = o.1/. This condition is restrictive because many surveys (e.g. business surveys) use non-negligible sampling fractions.
Consider that the sampling design is such that the following regularity conditions hold:
.14/
The quantity A = tr.A T A/ 1=2 denotes the Euclidean (Frobenius) norm.
Condition (8) is the key condition. It ensures that the inclusion probabilities are not disproportionately small compared with the sampling fraction. This condition was proposed by Krewski and Rao (1981) , page 1014. Condition (9) holds when the law of large numbers holds. For unequal probability sampling, Isaki and Fuller (1982) gave conditions under which condition (9) holds (see also Krewski and Rao (1981) , page 1014). Chen and Sitter (1999) , appendix 2, showed that condition (10) holds for common unequal probability sampling designs. It can be shown that conditions (11) and (12) hold when −Ŝ is positive definite and when there is a positive definite matrix −S such that Ŝ − S = o p .1/ and S = O.1/. Condition (13) is a Lyapunov-type condition for the existence of moments (e.g. Krewski and Rao (1981) , page 1014, and Deville and Särndal (1992) , page 381). In Section 5, we shall see that conditions (9), (11), (12) and (13) are trivial when we do not have auxiliary variables. In Section 5.3, we shall see that these conditions are needed when we have auxiliary variables.
Using lemma 1 of the on-line supplementary materials, we have that Nn −1 η = O p .n −1=2 /, where η is given in equation (5). This implies the following approximation for η (see lemma 2 in the appendix A of the on-line supplementary materials):
whereĈ π is defined in equation (14) andê is such that ê = O p .n −1 /. Furthermore, we have thatm i = π
Hence, by substituting this equation into equation (7), we obtainĜ
whereĜ.θ/ π is defined by equation (18). By inserting equation (15) into the previous expression ofĜ.θ/, we obtain (see the on-line appendix A)
whereĜ.θ/ reg is the following regression estimator:
i . The quantityB.θ/ is a vector of regression coefficients defined bŷ
In the on-line supplementary materials, we show rigorously that equation (16) holds for sampling designs which are such that conditions (8)- (13) hold. We also assume that θ is such that the following condition holds:
.20/
In this paper, the vector c i always contains the π i or the stratification variables (see Section 5.2). Thus, it can be shown that estimator (17) converges to a design optimal regression estimator under a single-stage unequal probability PPS sampling design (Berger et al., 2003) . Note that equation (16) implies that the maximum empirical likelihood is asymptotically design consistent because the estimator (17) is a consistent regression estimator.
Kim (2009) proposed an empirical likelihood estimator which is equivalent to estimator (17) in some particular cases. For example, if we use the auxiliary variables x i = π i in Kim's (2009) estimator, we obtain an estimator which is equivalent to estimator (17), when c i = .Nn −1 π i , 1/ T and C = .N, N/ T . However, estimator (17) is different from Kim's (2009) estimator when c i does not contain the constant 1 or under stratified designs (see Section 5.2). There are situations when we do not want to include the constant 1 within c i , e.g. when N is unknown.
Empirical likelihood confidence intervals
To derive standard confidence intervals, we need unbiased point estimators following a normal distribution and unbiased variance estimators. However, the sampling distribution may not be normal for a given sample size, despite the fact that a point estimator may be asymptotically normal. Furthermore, linearized variance estimators may be biased with moderate sample sizes and rely on g i .θ/ being differentiable (which is not required in this paper). The main advantage of the empirical likelihood approach is its ability to derive non-parametric confidence intervals which do not depend on variance estimates ofθ and do not rely directly on the normality ofθ. However, this approach depends on the normality ofĜ.θ 0 / π (see condition (21) below).
Empirical likelihood confidence intervals rely on the conditions (21)- (24) given below. Consider that the sampling design and the g i .θ/ 0 are such that the following regularity conditions hold:Ĝ (23) and (24) ensure that conditions (9)- (13) hold with c Å i when θ = θ 0 . Chen and Sitter (1999) showed that condition (23) holds for common sampling designs. Condition (24) is a Lyapunov-type condition for the existence of moments. As θ 0 is a constant,Ĝ.θ 0 / π is a Horvitz and Thompson (1952) estimator. Isaki and Fuller(1982) gave regularity conditions under which condition (22) holds (the law of large numbers). Hájek (1964) , Víšek (1979) and Berger (1998) gave regularity conditions for the asymptotic normality of the Horvitz and Thompson (1952) estimator. Under PPS sampling, theg i .θ 0 / are independent and standard large sample theory can be used to show the asymptotic normality (e.g. Prášková and Sen (2009) ). On the basis of this evidence, it is reasonable to consider that condition (21) holds, as E{Ĝ.θ 0 / π } =Ĝ.θ 0 / = 0. Note that the classical empirical approach and the pseudoempirical likelihood approaches also rely on condition (21) (e.g. Owen (1988) , page 242, Owen (2001) , page 219, and Wu and Rao (2006) , page 364).
The empirical likelihood approach proposed relies on the asymptotic normality ofĜ.θ 0 / π , but not on the asymptotic normality ofθ. That does not mean thatθ is not asymptotically normal. It can be shown that condition (21) implies that the point estimator is asymptotically normal under additional conditions such as g i .θ/ being differentiable and twice differentiable with respect to θ (Binder, 1983; Godambe and Thompson, 2009) . Note that the differentiability is not necessary for empirical likelihood, although the differentiability holds for most parameters, except for quantiles which require additional conditions for asymptotic normality (Francisco and Fuller, 1991) . Thus, condition (21) is weaker than the conditions under whichθ is known to be asymptotically normally distributed. Even ifθ is normal, we need an unbiased variance estimator, as a biased variance affects the coverage of confidence intervals. This can be an issue with quantiles (see Graf and Tillé (2014) and Section 7.1). This is not a problem with empirical likelihood because it does not rely on a variance estimate ofθ. This is the key advantage of empirical confidence intervals over standard confidence intervals. Note that we do not need to assume thatθ is unbiased, although it will be asymptotically unbiased because of conditions (17) and (22).
Empirical likelihood confidence interval for probability proportional to size sampling with replacement
In this section we assume that the sample is selected according to a PPS with replacement sampling design. The empirical log-likelihood ratio function (6) can be used to construct empirical likelihood confidence intervals. It requires thatr.θ 0 / follows asymptotically a χ 2 -distribution with 1 degree of freedom under our regularity conditions. This property is the consequence of proposition 1 below.
Proposition 1 is valid for any sampling designs which satisfy the regularity conditions. However, forr.θ 0 / to follow a χ 2 -distribution asymptotically, equation (26) needs to be a consistent estimator for the variance. This is true under PPS sampling with replacement.
N, 0/ T , assuming that the sampling design is such that conditions (8), (10), (22), (23) and (24) hold, we have that
Find below a sketch of the proof. A rigorous proof can be found in the on-line supplementary materials (see corollary 4). Chen and Kim (2014) obtained a result similar to equation (25) The quantity Nn −1 in c i guarantees that conditions (11) and (12) hold. Note that the constraint Σ i∈s m i π i = n is equivalent to the constraint Σ i∈s m i .Nn −1 π i / = N. Thus, we obtain the samem i andm Å i .θ/ Å , with c i = π i and C = n, or with c i = Nn −1 π i and C = N. Thus equation (25) also holds with c i = π i and C = n. This also means thatm i ,m Å i .θ/ andr.θ/ can be calculated even when N is unknown.
The regularity conditions (9), (11), (12) and (13) do not appear in proposition 1, because they are trivial with the c i and c Å i given in proposition 1.
Sketch of the proof of proposition 1
Let l.π/ = Σ i∈s log.π i /. Using equation (5), we have that − log. (4)) and Σ i∈s .v i +m i π i / = n + Σ i∈s v 2 i + O p .n −1=2 / (see inequality (C.5) in the on-line supplementary materials). Now, using equation (15), we have
. Thus, by using equations (27) and (28), we have
and similarly
as the regularity conditions hold with c Å i and C Å , when θ = θ 0 , whereĈ
T . Using equations (6), (29) and (30) andĈ π − C = 0, we obtain
Proposition 1 follows from equation (32).
Under sampling with replacement with unequal probabilities (PPS sampling), estimator (26) is an unbiased consistent estimator for the variance (Durbin, 1953) . Hencer.θ 0 / follows asymptotically a χ 2 -distribution with 1 degree of freedom, by Slutsky's theorem and condition (21). Thus, the consistent α-level empirical likelihood type of confidence interval (see Shao and Tu (1996) , definition 4.1) for the population parameter θ 0 is given by (e.g. Wilks (1938) )
.33/ where χ 2 1 .α/ is the upper α-quantile of the χ 2 -distribution with 1 degree of freedom. The quantity α is called the nominal coverage level. Note thatr.θ/ is a convex non-symmetric function with a minimum at θ =θ. This interval can be found by using any root search method. This involves calculatingr.θ/ for several values of θ. If g i .θ/ and θ are R × 1 vectors, the random variablê r.θ 0 / will converge to a χ 2 -distribution with R degrees of freedom (see Oguz-Alper and Berger (2014) ).
The p-value to test H 0 : θ 0 = θ 0 is given by ∞ r.θ 0 / f.x/ dx, where f.x/ is the density of the χ 2 -distribution with 1 degree of freedom.
Stratification
Suppose that the finite population U is stratified into H strata denoted by U 1 , : : : , U h , : : : , U H , where ∪ H h=1 U h = U. Suppose that a sample s h of fixed size n h is selected with replacement with unequal probabilities from U h . We assume that the number of strata H is bounded (H = O.1/).
The empirical estimator is still the solution of equation (7) wherem i are the values which maximize expression (2) under a set of constraints (3) with c i = Nn −1 z i and C = Nn −1 n, where z i are the values of the design (or stratification) variables defined by
and where n = .n 1 , : : : , n H / T denotes the vector of the strata sample sizes, with z ih = π i when i ∈ U h and z ih = 0 otherwise. It can be shown thatm i = π −1
i . We assume that conditions (8), (10), (22), (23) and (24) hold with
The regularity conditions (9), (11), (12) and (13) Note that the same likelihood function (2) is used with or without stratification. The pseudoempirical likelihood function must be modified to take the stratification into account (e.g. Rao and Wu (2009) , page 195).
Auxiliary variables
In this section, we assume that the sample is selected according to a stratified PPS with replacement sampling design described in Section 5.2. Let x i be a P-vector of values of auxiliary variables attached to unit i. Suppose that these variables are such that their population totals X = Σ i∈U x i are known. Let f i .x i , X/ = x i − Xπ i n −1 be a P-vector. Letm i .x/ be the values which maximize expression (2) under constraint (3) with c i = .Nn −1 z T i , f i .x i , X/ T / T and C = Σ i∈U c i = .Nn −1 n T , 0 T / T . Thus the maximum empirical likelihood estimator is the solution of Σ i∈smi .x/g i .θ/ = 0 (see equations (6) and (7)). Note thatm i .x/ are calibrated weights because Σ i∈smi .x/f i .x i , X/ = 0 implies Σ i∈smi .x/x i = X. When N is known, we recommend inclusion of the variable x i = 1 (intercept) within x i . This may improve the efficiency of the maximum empirical likelihood estimator. Note that, for the calculation ofm i .x/, the quantity Nn −1 can be omitted within c i and C.
It is also possible to calibrate towards parameters more complex than totals. For example, we may want to calibrate with respect to population means, quantiles or variances (e.g. Owen (1991) , Chaudhuri et al. (2008) and Lesage (2011) ). In this case, the calibration constraint is specified by the estimating equations Σ i∈s m i f i .x i , ϑ 0 / = 0, where f i .x i , ϑ 0 / is a vector function of the auxiliary variables and of a known parameter ϑ 0 which is the solution of the estimating equation Σ i∈U f i .x i , ϑ 0 / = 0. In this case, we use c i = .Nn −1 z T i , f i .x i , ϑ 0 / T / T and C = .Nn −1 n T , 0 T / T . For example, if we want to calibrate towards known population means, we need to use f i .x i , ϑ 0 / = x i − ϑ 0 , with ϑ 0 = XN −1 . The most common situation in practice is to know a set of totals, means or proportions from large external censuses or surveys. Simultaneous calibration on totals, means or proportions is feasible with this section's approach.
We assume that the conditions (8)- (13) and (22)- (24) hold. Using theorem 2 in the appendix B of the on-line supplementary materials, we have thatr.θ 0 / follows asymptotically a χ 2 -distribution with 1 degree of freedom. This relies on the condition that the regression estimator (17) has a normal distribution asymptotically, when θ = θ 0 . This condition can be supported by Scott and Wu (1981) regularity conditions for normality of the regression estimator.
Sampling without replacement
In this section we consider that we have a unistage sample selected without replacement. When n=N is negligible, the variance estimator (26) is approximately unbiased and the random variable (25) follows a χ 2 -distribution asymptotically. When n=N is not negligible, estimator (26) is biased under sampling without replacement implying that random variable (25) does not necessarily follow a χ 2 -distribution. In this section we assume that n=N is not negligible.
Under sampling without replacement, the point estimator is still given by the solution of equation (7) with c i and C given in Section 5. This gives a consistent estimator because condition (16) still holds. However, for confidence intervals, we use a penalized empirical log-likelihood ratio function (36) with constraints based on a different set of vectorsc i ,c Å i ,C andC Å given below. We shall see that this ensures that the penalized empirical log-likelihood ratio function (40) follows a χ 2 -distribution asymptotically, when θ = θ 0 . First we consider the case of a single stratum without auxiliary variables. In this case, we usec i = q i Nn −1 π i andC = Nn −1 Σ i∈s q i , with The quantitiesm i which maximize equation (36) under constraints (37) are given bym i = .π i + η Tc i / −1 , whereη is such that constraint (37) holds. Note that, for the computation ofm i , the quantity Nn −1 can be omitted withinc i andC.
Letl.m Å , θ/ be the maximum value of equation (36) (36) and that the random variabler.θ 0 / follows a χ 2 -distribution asymptotically (see proposition 2 below). Note that expression (36) reduces to expression (2) whenc i = c i andc Å i = c Å i given in Section 2 because constraint (4) holds in this case. However, asc i = c i andc Å i = c Å i , constraint (4) does not hold any longer. Thus, expression (2) is different from expression (36) andr.θ/ =r.θ/, for all θ.
Proposition 2. Assuming that the sampling without replacement design is such that conditions (8), (10), (22), (23) and (24) hold withc i ,c Å i ,C andC Å , when θ = θ 0 , we have that
with G º .θ 0 / = Σ i∈s q 2 ig i .θ 0 / andd = Σ i∈s q 2 i . Note that the regularity conditions (9), (11), (12) and (13) The variance estimator (42) is the Hájek (1964) variance estimator which is consistent, for high entropy sampling designs when d = Σ i∈U π i .1 − π i / → ∞ (e.g. Hájek (1964 Hájek ( , 1981 , Berger (1998 Berger ( , 2011 and Prášková and Sen (2009) ). Thus, the random variabler.θ 0 / follows a χ 2 -distribution. Hence a consistent empirical likelihood confidence interval can be constructed withr.θ/ (see equation (33)). Berger (2011) gave regularity conditions under which variance (42) is consistent under a large class of high entropy sampling designs. For example the rejective (Hájek, 1964; Fuller, 2009 ), the Rao-Sampford (Rao, 1965; Sampford, 1967) , the Pareto (Aires, 2000) and the Chao (1982) sampling designs are high entropy sampling designs. Although most sampling designs that are used in practice have large entropy, there are designs with low entropy, such as the non-randomized systematic sampling design and the Hartley-Rao-Cochran sampling design . Berger (2014) proposed a set ofc i ,c Å i ,C andC Å which can be used for the Hartley-Rao-Cochran sampling design . The q i reduce the effect of the units with large π i . For example, if π i = 1, then q i = 0 andc Å i = 0. Thus,m i =m Å i .θ/ = 1 and this unit has no contribution towards the empirical likelihood functions and any confidence intervals. This is a natural property since this unit does not contribute towards the sampling distribution. Note that, with small sampling fractions (π i negligible), q i is approximately equal to 1. If we replace q i by 1, the approach proposed in this section reduces to the approach of Section 5. This is in agreement with the fact that PPS sampling and sampling without replacement are equivalent when the π i are negligible. Note that we adjust the constraints by the quantities q i which do not need to be estimated, unlike the pseudoempirical likelihood approach which adjusts the log-likelihood ratio function by the design effect which needs to be estimated. Note that the precision of variance (42) can be improved by substituting q i by .1 − λ i / 1=2 , where the λ i are defined by the recursive formula (3.25) in Hájek (1981) . Using q i = .1 − λ i / 1=2 instead of q i = .1 − π i / 1=2 may improve the variance (42) for moderate sample sizes (see Hájek (1981) for more details).
For stratified designs, we usec i = q i Nn −1 z i ,C = Nn −1 Σ i∈s q izi ,c
i and z i is defined by equation (34). We assume that conditions (8), (10), (22), (23) and (24) hold withc i ,C,c Å i andC Å , when θ = θ 0 .
Conditions (9), (11), (12) and (13) are trivial in this case. Using corollary 1 in the appendix B of the on-line supplementary materials, we have that equation (41) holds, where var{Ĝ.θ 0 / π } is now the stratified Hájek (1964) variance estimator given by
. 43/ Hered h = Σ i∈s h q 2 i and G º h .θ 0 / = Σ i∈s h q 2 ig i .θ 0 /. This variance estimator is consistent when d h = Σ i∈U h π i .1 − π i / → ∞ and when H = O.1/. Hencer.θ 0 / follows a χ 2 -distribution asymptotically. This section's approach can be extended for calibration constraints. Forl.m/, we usẽ
Σ i∈s .q i − 1/g i .θ// T . We assume that conditions (8)- (13) and (22)- (24) hold. Using theorem 2 in the appendix B of the on-line supplementary materials, we have thatr.θ 0 / follows asymptotically a χ 2 -distribution with 1 degree of freedom. Note that, for the computation ofm i and m Å i .θ/, the quantity Nn −1 can be omitted withinc i ,C,c Å i andC Å . This section's results are based on theorem 1 (appendix B of the on-line supplementary materials) which holds under any stratified sampling designs which satisfy the regularity conditions (9)-(13) withc i andc Å i . This is true for the high entropy sampling without replacement and PPS sampling designs with thec i andc Å i that we considered. Theorem 1 shows thatr.θ 0 / converges to a quadratic form which follows a χ 2 -distribution asymptotically only for specific choices of c i andc Å i which depends on the design and on the auxiliary variables (see Table 5 in Section 8), because these choices induce a design consistent variance within the quadratic form.
Simulation study
In this section, we compare the performance of the proposed empirical likelihood confidence interval with alternative approaches. The parameters of interest are population quantiles (in Sections 7.1 and 7.3) and population means (in Section 7.2). In Sections 7.1 and 7.2, we consider a single-stage unequal probability randomized systematic sampling design (e.g. Tillé (2006) , section 7.2). This is a high entropy design (Brewer and Donadio, 2003) which is implemented by arranging the population randomly before selecting each systematic sample. In the appendix C of the on-line supplementary materials, we consider a two-stage design. We consider that we have a single stratum. For the bootstrap approaches, we used 1000 bootstrap samples. The Hartley and Rao (1962) variance estimator is used for standard confidence intervals and for the pseudoempirical likelihood approaches. In Section 7.3, we show how empirical likelihood confidence intervals can be constructed when we have unit non-response. The population data are either generated from a model or based on the 1998-1999 British Family Expenditure Survey. The variables of interest that are considered are skewed. With non-skewed variables of interest, we did not observe major differences between the competitive approaches. These simulation results are not presented.
We investigate the Monte Carlo performance of the 95% confidence intervals. All the simulation studies are based on 10 000 samples randomly selected. The sample size is n = 500 in Sections 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3. In the appendix A of the on-line supplementary materials, the average sample size is 1000. We used the statistical software R (R Core Team, 2014) . The algorithms were coded in C.
Quantiles
Let θ 0 be the q-quantile Y q of the population distribution of a variable of interest y i , where 0 < q < 1. We use g i .θ/ = .y .i/ , θ/ − q, with
where y .i/ is the value of the ith sampled unit arranged in increasing order, with y .0/ = y .1/ − .y .2/ − y .1/ /. The function δ{y θ} = 1 when y θ and δ{y θ} = 0 otherwise. The empirical likelihood estimator of Y q is the solution of the equationĜ.θ/ = 0 which reduces toF .θ/ = q; whereF .θ/ = .Σ i∈sm.i/ / −1 Σ i∈sm.i/ .y .i/ , θ/ is a distribution function. Note thatF .θ/ = q has always a unique solution becauseF .y/ is a bijective function given by a piecewise linear interpolation of the step distribution function
. 44/ This interpolation consists in joining the steps ofF .θ/ by straight lines segments (Harms and Duchesne, 2006) . It can be easily shown that
which is a Horvitz and Thompson (1952) estimator. Thus, conditions (21) and (22) hold, and the empirical log-likelihood ratio function has a χ 2 -distribution asymptotically and it can be used to derive confidence intervals for Y q . This approach can be generalized to take the stratification and auxiliary variables into account (see Section 7.3). Note that the empirical likelihood estimator is different from the classical estimator of a quantileŶ q = inf.θ :F q/. We did not observe significant differences between the mean-squared errors of both estimators.
We generated several skewed population data according to the model y i = 3 + α i + ϕe i (Wu and Rao, 2006) , where a i follows an exponential distribution with rate parameters equal to 1 and e i ∼ χ 2 1 − 1. The π i are proportional to a i + 2. Populations of size N = 2000 and N = 25 000 are generated. The values y i , x i and a i generated are treated as fixed. The parameter ϕ is used to specify the correlation ρ.y, π/ between the values y i and π i .ρ.y, π/ = 0:8 with ϕ = 0:5; ρ.y, π/ = 0:3 with ϕ = 2:3/. We used the randomized systematic sampling design to select 10 000 samples of size n = 500. We use the approach described in Section 6. We consider the 5% and 25% quantiles.
The results are given in Table 1 . The values not within parentheses are the values for the populations of size N = 2000 (large sampling fractions). The values within parentheses are the values for the populations of size N = 25 000 (small sampling fractions). The ratio of average length is the average length of the confidence intervals divided by the average length of the confidence intervals based on linearization. We measure the stability of the confidence intervals by using the standard deviation of the lengths. The standard deviations are divided by the standard deviation of lengths of the linearization confidence intervals. These values are given in the last column of Table 1 . On the basis of the Shapiro-Wilk test for normality, the point estimators do not follow a normal distribution. This lack of normality may affect the coverages. For the standard confidence intervals based on the linearized variance (Deville, 1999) , we observed that the coverages and tail error rates are significantly different from their nominal levels 95% and 2:5% respectively, except with Y 0:25 , N = 25 000 and a correlation of 0:8. This can be explained by the bias of the linearized variance estimator. This was also observed by Wu (1999) .
The rescaled bootstrap confidence interval (the histogram approach) is based on the observed 2:5% and 97:5% quantiles of the set of bootstrap values (Rao et al., 1992) . The rescaled bootstrap approach gives acceptable coverages for small sampling fractions. However, for large sampling fractions, it gives coverages and tail error rates that are significantly different from 95% and 2:5% respectively. This is not surprising, as the rescaled bootstrap is designed for small sampling fractions. The direct bootstrap approach (Antal and Tillé, 2011) is designed for sampling without replacement with large sampling fractions. The coverages and tail error rates of the confidence interval proposed by Antal and Tillé (2011) are significantly different, except in two situations: with Y 0:25 with a small sampling fraction and a small correlation between y i and π i , and Y 0:05 with a large sampling fraction and a large correlation. proposed a Woodruff (1952) approach for confidence intervals of pseudoempirical likelihood estimators of quantiles. The Woodruff (1952) confidence intervals are obtained by inverting distribution function (44). This approach gives the correct coverage in all situations, except that the tail error rates of Y 0:05 are significantly different from 2:5% with small sampling fractions. The empirical likelihood confidence intervals have also good coverages comparable with the Woodruff (1952) approach. The tail error rates of Y 0:05 can also be significantly different from 2:5%.
Note that the empirical likelihood confidence intervals have the shortest average length among the approaches which give the correct coverage. The bootstrap confidence intervals are more unstable (see the last column of Table 1 ) because of resampling. Linearization gives the most stable confidence intervals but with usually poor coverage and tail error rates. With Y 0:25 , N = 25 000 and a correlation of 0:8, the linearization approach gives acceptable coverages with slightly more stable confidence intervals but only in this case. In the other cases, the confidence interval proposed is the most stable among the confidence intervals with acceptable coverages.
We duplicated the Family Expenditure Survey data three times to create an artificial population of N = 19 890 households. Samples of size n = 500 are selected with π i proportional to first-order inclusion probabilities given in the Family Expenditure Survey data set. The parameters of interest are quantiles of the equivalent total weekly household expenditure (Department of Social Security, 2001) . The results are given in Table 2 . For Y 0:05 , the coverages and tail error rates are significantly different from 95% and 2:5%. For Y 0:25 (the values within parentheses), the rescaled bootstrap, the Woodruff and the empirical likelihood confidence intervals have similar coverages. However, the upper tail error rate of the empirical likelihood confidence interval is significantly larger than 2:5%. The linearization and the direct bootstrap confidence intervals have significantly different coverage and tail error rates. The empirical likelihood approach gives slightly more stable confidence intervals than the rescaled bootstrap and the Woodruff approaches. 
Means
Suppose that the parameter of interest θ 0 is the population mean, and that we have a vector x i = .1, x i / T of auxiliary variables with known population totals X = .N, X/ T , i.e. f i .x i , X/ = x i − Xπ i n −1 . We use g i .θ/ = y i − n −1 Nθπ i . The standard confidence interval is based on the standard regression estimator defined by expression (6.4.2) in Särndal et al. (1992) . Note that the regression estimator, the pseudoempirical likelihood point estimators (pseudo-EL1 and pseudo-EL2) and the empirical likelihood point estimator are different.
Let a i and x i be generated from independent exponential distributions with rate parameters equal to 0:5. The π i are proportional to a i + 2. We generate 80% of the values of y i from a normal distribution with mean 8 and variance 1. The remaining 20% are outlying values generated from y i = 3 + a i + βx i + ϕe i , where ϕ = 1:5. We select 10 000 samples of size n = 500 from populations of size N = 2000 and N = 25 000. On the basis of the Shapiro-Wilk test for normality, the point estimators do not follow a normal distribution, except for the empirical likelihood and pseudoempirical likelihood estimators when N = 25 000.
The simulation results are given in Table 3 . The column 'Ratio MSE' gives the relative efficiency given by the ratio between the mean-squared error (MSE) of the point estimator and the regression estimator. The empirical likelihood approach proposed gives the correct coverage in all cases. The regression estimator has good coverages also. However, the empirical likelihood approach proposed gives shorter and more stable confidence intervals. The MSE of the empirical likelihood point estimator is about 50% lower than the MSE of the regression estimator. The pseudoempirical likelihood estimators have similar MSE. With a small sampling fraction (N = 25000), the empirical likelihood approach proposed and the pseudo-EL1 approach give similar coverages, but the proposed confidence intervals are slightly shorter and more stable. The bootstrap and the pseudo-EL2 approaches give coverages and tail error rates that are significantly different from 95% and 2:5%. The coverages that are observed for the bootstrap approaches are due to a lack of normality because both bootstrap variance estimators are unbiased. The small coverages for the pseudo-EL2 approach is due to the instability of the design effect. The pseudo-EL1 approach gives the correct nominal coverage when the point estimator is normal, i.e. for a small sampling fraction (N = 25 000).
In the appendix C of the on-line supplementary materials, we give the result of a simulation study based on a two-stage sampling design. The coverages and tail error rates of the approach proposed are not significantly different from 95% and 2:5% (see Table C1 ). The coverages and tail errors rates of the bootstrap and the pseudo-EL approaches are significantly different from 95% and 2:5%. p-value 0:05 or less.
Unit non-response
Suppose that we have unit non-response according to a uniform response mechanism, i.e. we assume that all the units respond independently with the same response probability p r . Let r i be the response indicator: r i = 1 if unit i is a respondent and r i = 0 otherwise. Consider a reverse approach (Fay, 1991) , i.e. we have a two-phase design with the response mechanism being the first phase and the second phase being a stratified PPS sampling design or a stratified sampling without replacement design with negligible sampling fraction (n=N = o p .1/). The uniform response assumption is often unrealistic in practice. It is common practice to form a finite number of adjustment cells and to assume uniform response within cells. The approach proposed can be extended in this case. The approaches described in Section 5 can be used after replacing g i .θ/ by r i g i .θ/. The estimator of θ 0 is the solution of Σ i∈smi r i g i .θ/ = 0. Assuming that the two-phase design is such that the regularity conditions (8)- (13) and (22)- (24) hold and that n=N = o.1/, the empirical loglikelihood ratio functionr.θ 0 / is asymptotically equal to a quadratic form with a variance (35) which incorporates the r i (see Sections 5.1-5.3). When n=N = o.1/, Shao and Steel (1999) showed that this variance is a consistent variance estimator. Hence,r.θ 0 / follows a χ 2 -distribution asymptotically.
We used the Family Expenditure Survey population data that were described in Section 7.1. The parameters of interest are quantiles of the equivalent total weekly household expenditure. The auxiliary information is the numbers of individuals within age-sex groups (0-19, 20-39, 40-59, 60 or above years). We consider two situations: with and without the auxiliary variables. Nonrespondents are generated according to a uniform response mechanism with average response rates 60%, 70% and 80%. The aim of this simulation study is to show the performance of the confidence interval proposed. Comparing with alternative methods is beyond the scope of this section. The results are given in Table 4 . Most of the coverages and tail error rates are not significantly different from 95% and 2:5%. With auxiliary variables, the upper tail error rates can be slightly larger than 2:5%. Note that these confidence intervals take the effects of the nonresponse, the calibration and the sampling design into account. A variance estimator which incorporates these features is more complex to derive and is not necessarily unbiased.
Conclusion and discussion
The vectors c i and C that are used for point estimation and the vectorsc i ,C,c Å i andC Å that are used for confidence intervals are summarized in Table 5 . In Table 5 , the quantity Nn −1 has been omitted because this quantity does not change the constraints. We note that c i =c i and C =C unless ψ i = 1. Note that, by setting ψ i = 1, the approaches described in Sections 5 and 6 are the same because, in this case,c i = c i ,C = C,c Å i = c Å i andC Å = C Å . This implies that expression (2) is equal to expression (36) andr.θ/ =r.θ/. Note that the finite population correction q i plays no role for point estimation. However, it has an effect on the confidence intervals. There are analogies between the empirical likelihood approach proposed and calibration (Huang and Fuller, 1978; Owen, 1991; Deville and Särndal, 1992) . The empirical likelihood estimator is asymptotically equivalent to a calibrated regression estimator (16). The objective function (2) is related to the concept of likelihood and can be used with or without auxiliary information. The advantage of the empirical likelihood approach proposed over standard calibration is the fact that it gives positive weights, and the empirical log-likelihood ratio function (6) can be used to construct confidence intervals and to test hypotheses. The approach proposed can be naturally extended for balanced samples (e.g. Deville and Tillé (2004, 2005) ), by including the balancing constraints within constraint (3). The non-parametric bootstrap is an alternative approach which can be used to derive nonparametric confidence intervals. The consistency of the bootstrap confidence intervals is limited to smooth functions of means and for quantiles with small sampling fraction (e.g. Shao and Tu (1996) , chapter 6). The direct bootstrap (Antal and Tillé, 2011 ) is limited to variance estimation of totals, because it provides a second-moment matching in this case. For complex parameters (such as quantiles), only simulation evidence is provided. Results on the consistency of the direct bootstrap confidence interval are not available. The empirical likelihood confidence interval pro-posed is consistent for a wider class of parameters (which are solutions of estimating equations) with large and small sampling fractions. The approach proposed is simpler to implement and less computationally intensive than the bootstrap, especially with calibration weights. Like the bootstrap, the approach proposed does not rely on analytic derivation. Our simulation studies show that, for means and quantiles, bootstrap confidence intervals may have coverages and tail error rates that are significantly different from their nominal levels. The empirical likelihood approach may give better coverages.
Unlike the pseudoempirical likelihood approach, the computation of the confidence interval proposed does not rely on variance estimates and design effects. This means that it can be applied to a wide class of parameters. The approach proposed is also simpler to implement than the pseudoempirical likelihood. The simulation studies show that, for means, the empirical likelihood confidence interval may give better coverages than the pseudoempirical likelihood confidence intervals.
There are other issues, such as imputation, two-stage designs with large sampling fraction, heavily stratified designs, non-randomized systematic designs and weight trimming adjustment, which are not tackled in this paper and are beyond the scope of this paper.
